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ABSTRACT 

      We evaluated the charge-discharge performance of Sn4P3 negative electrode in an ionic 

liquid electrolyte comprised of N-methyl-N-propylpyrrolidinium bis(fluorosulfonyl)amide 

(Py13-FSA) and NaFSA. We also conducted cyclic voltammetry and transmission electron 

microscopy for the Sn4P3 electrode to reveal the reaction mechanism. It was suggested that 

Na15Sn4 and Na3P are formed via its phase separation in the first sodiation, and that elemental Sn 

and elemental P formed by the following desodiation respectively react with Na ions in the 

subsequent cycles. The Sn4P3 electrode exhibited a high Coulombic efficiency of 99.1% at the 

4th cycle and an excellent cycling performance with a high reversible capacity of 750 mA h g−1 

even at the 200th cycle. We demonstrated that there are two important factors to improve the 

performance: i) higher volume fraction of Sn than P, and ii) uniform dispersion of Sn 

nanoparticles in P matrix. The ionic liquid electrolyte showed a good applicability to the Sn4P3 

negative electrode due to its superior electrochemical stability.  
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     Na-ion batteries (NIBs) are attracting much interests for large-scale energy storage because of 

the low cost, natural abundance, wide distribution of sodium resources. The operation 

mechanisms of Li-ion battery (LIB) and NIB are very similar to each other because 

charge−discharge reactions occur by insertion/extraction of alkali metal ions into/from active 

materials of negative and positive electrodes. Compared with Li+, a 2.4 times larger ionic volume 

of Na+ and the resulting slower kinetics prevent host materials of negative and positive 

electrodes from achieving fast and stable Na+ insertion and extraction1. Recently, some 

researchers have developed prospective positive electrode material candidates: NaFeO2,2 

Nax[Fe1/2Mn1/2]O2,3 and Na2Fe2(SO4)3
4. On the other hand, there still remains a challenge to 

develop promising negative electrode materials. A hard carbon is one of the promising 

candidates of negative electrode materials. It has been reported that the hard carbon electrodes 

exhibited stable cyclabilities and reversible capacities of 220−260 mA h g−1 for 100 

charge−discharge cycles5-7. A practical application of NIB, however, requires more advanced 

performance with regard to reversible capacity, cyclability, and rate capability.  

     For developing high capacity negative electrodes, researchers have focused some Na-storage 

elements, phosphorus (P)8, tin (Sn)9-11, silicon (Si)12,13, antimony (Sb)14,15, and germanium 

(Ge)16,17. Based on alloying/dealloying reactions with Na, these elements have high theoretical 

capacities (Na3P: 2596 mA h g−1, Na15Sn4: 847 mA h g−1, Na0.76Si12: 725 mA h g−1, Na3Sb: 660 

mA h g−1, and NaGe: 369 mA h g−1). Among these elements, P and Sn are particularly attractive 

because of their high theoretical capacities. The disintegration of active material layers is, 

however, induced by their significant volume expansions (Na3P: 490%, Na15Sn4: 525%) and a 

tin’s aggregation during charge−discharge reactions. In addition, Na3P has a very poor electronic 

conductivity. The disintegration and the low conductivity lead to an electrical isolation of the 
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active material layer and the resulting rapid capacity decays of P18 and Sn19 negative electrodes. 

For this problem, Yang et al.20, Kim et al.21, and the authors22 have revealed that the Sn4P3 

negative electrodes exhibited better cycling performances in conventional organic electrolytes 

than the P and Sn negative electrodes. The improvements in the performances are probably 

attributed to complementary effects of Sn and Na3P formed by sodiation of P: metallic Sn acts as 

a conducting pathway to activate the reversible sodiation of nonconductive Na3P phase, while the 

Na3P phase provides a shield matrix preventing Sn aggregation. In addition, the authors have 

found for the first time that further improvement in the performance was attained by applying an 

ionic liquid electrolyte to the Sn4P3 negative electrode22. However, the detailed mechanism for 

the improvement has not been sufficiently explored yet. In this study, we investigated the 

mechanism of the improvement by comparing the Sn4P3 with a P-rich compound (SnP3). 

Moreover, we studied the effect of electrolytes on the charge-discharge performance of Sn4P3 

negative electrode by using another kind of ionic liquid and an organic electrolyte.  

     Active material powders of Sn4P3 and SnP3 were prepared by a mechanical alloying (MA) 

method using tin and black phosphorous with weight ratios of 4:3 and 1:3, respectively. The 

mixtures of tin and phosphorous powders were put in a stainless steel vessel together with balls 

so that the weight ratio of the active material and the balls was 1:30. The MA was carried out by 

using a high-energy planetary ball mill (P-6, Fritsch) for 10 hours with a rotation speed of 380 

rpm at room temperature to obtain Sn4P3 and SnP3 powders. The crystal structures and the 

morphologies of the powders were observed by using an X-ray diffraction (XRD, Ultima IV, 

Rigaku) and a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JSM-6701F, JEOL Ltd.) 

as shown in Fig. S1. The nanostructure of the Sn4P3 powder was observed by a field-emission 
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transmission electron microscopy (TEM, HF-2000, Hitachi Ltd.). It was confirmed that the Sn4P3 

powder has the particle size of 45.0±6.7 nm (Fig. S2).  

     Conventional slurry-based electrodes were prepared by using a mixture of the active material 

powders, conductive additive of acetylene black (AB), and binder of carboxymethyl cellulose 

(CMC) and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). The weight ratio of active material/AB/CMC/SBR 

was 70/15/10/5 wt.%. The slurry was pasted on an Al foil current collector, and was dried to 

form an active material layer. The loading amount and the film thickness of active material layer 

were 1.6 mg cm−2 and 15 µm, respectively. Na-insertion/extraction properties of the electrodes 

were evaluated in 2032-type coin cells using a counter electrode of Na metal sheet. We used an 

ionic liquid electrolyte comprised of 1 M sodium bis(fluorosulfonyl)amide (NaFSA)-dissolved in 

N-methyl-N-propylpyrrolidinium bis(fluorosulfonyl)amide (Py13-FSA or C3C1pyrrFSA). For 

comparison, we also used 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(fluorosulfonyl)amide (EMI-FSA or 

C2C1imFSA) as another kind of ionic liquid and propylene carbonate (PC) as an organic 

electrolyte. Galvanostatic charge–discharge tests were carried out using an electrochemical 

measurement system (HJ-1001 SM8A, Hokuto Denko Co., Ltd.) at 303 K with potential ranges 

of 0.005−2.000 V vs. Na+/Na. The current densities were set to be 50 mA g−1, which corresponds 

to C-rates of 0.044C for Sn4P3 and 0.031C for SnP3.  
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     Figure 1 shows the initial charge−discharge curves for Sn, P (black phosphorus), Sn4P3 and 

SnP3 electrode in an ionic liquid electrolyte (NaFSA/Py13-FSA). The Sn4P3 electrode and the 

SnP3 electrode delivered the initial discharge (desodiation) capacities of 670 mA h g−1 and 1100 

mA h g−1, respectively, which are higher than that of Sn electrode (410 mA h g−1). The capacity 

enhancement is probably contributed by the existence of P with the highest theoretical capacity 

(2596 mA h g−1 by itself) in the active materials. The Sn4P3 electrode and the SnP3 electrode 

exhibited the initial Coulombic efficiencies of 83.5% and 88.4%, respectively, which are higher 

than that of the Sn electrode (72.5%). In particular, the Sn4P3 electrode maintained very high 

efficiencies after the 2nd cycle, and attained as high as 99.1% at the 4th cycle as shown in Fig. 

S3. Such high efficiencies have never been achieved for Sn4P3 electrodes in conventional organic 

electrolytes by other researchers20,21,23,24. This results indicates that the ionic liquid electrolyte 
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has a good applicability to the Sn4P3 electrode.  

     Figure 2 represents cycling performances of these electrodes. The Sn electrode showed a 

rapid capacity decay by the 10th cycle, resulting in an inferior performance to the hard carbon 

electrode7. Although a high initial capacity of 1160 mA h g−1 was observed for the P electrode, 

the capacity drastically decreased in the initial few cycles. These capacity decays are attributable 

to the significant volume changes of Sn and P during the charge−discharge reactions, and the 

resulting disintegration of the active material layers18,19. The capacity of the SnP3 electrode also 

steeply dropped in the initial several cycles. On the other hand, the Sn4P3 electrode showed a 

gradual increase in the capacity for the initial 10 cycles, and maintained high capacities of 800 

mA h g−1 until the 100th cycle. To elucidate the origin of such excellent performance, we carried 

out cyclic voltammetry and TEM observations.  
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     Figure 3 shows cyclic voltammograms of the Sn4P3 electrode in the initial three cycles. At the 

first cycle, a cathodic current peak appeared in the potential range from 0.4 to 0 V vs. Na+/Na. 

This peak originates from the sodiation reaction of Sn4P3 to form Na3P and Na15Sn4 phases20,24. 

In the anodic process, two peaks can be recognized at 0.4 and 0.7 V vs. Na+/Na. The former 

results from desodiation of Na−Sn phases (Na15Sn4 and Na9Sn4)20,25. The latter is caused by 
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desodiation of Na-poorer Na−Sn phases (NaSn and NaSn3)20,25 and Na3P phase26. In the 

subsequent cycles, a cathodic peak was observed at 0.4 V vs. Na+/Na and a cathodic current rise 

was observed at 0.2 V, which correspond to sodiation reactions of elemental P26 and elemental 

Sn25, respectively. Summarizing the above, the reaction mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4. The 

figure of the crystal structures was created using VESTA package by K. Momma and F. Izumi27. 

As several researchers have reported20-22, we confirmed that the electrode reaction occurs as 

follows: Sn4P3 phase forms Na15Sn4 and Na3P via its phase separation in the first sodiation, and 

elemental Sn and elemental P individually react with Na ions at different potential regions in the 

subsequent cycles.  

     Figure 5 displays results of TEM observations for Sn4P3 particles on a Cu grid after the first 

desodiation. No Scherrer ring was observed for the corresponding selected electron diffraction 

(Fig.S4), demonstrating that crystalline Sn4P3 phase changed to amorphous-like phase and/or 

nanocrystalline phase with several nanometers in size. Crystallites with dark contrast were 

observed in the TEM image, and their sizes were 5.7±1.3 nm (Fig. 5(a)). Two kinds of lattice 

fringes with different spacings were recognized in the crystallites (Fig.5(b)). The fringe spacings 

of d1 and d2 were estimated to be approximately 0.288 and 0.278 nm, and the two fringe 

directions make an angle of 62°. The d1 and d2 are almost equivalent with lattice spacings of d200 
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(0.2915 nm) and d101 (0.2793 nm) in β-Sn (Inorganic Crystal Structure Database, ICSD No. 00-

004-0673. The crossing angle of the (100) and (101) planes is 61.4°.). The lattice alignment of 

the crystallites corresponds to that of Sn observed in the direction along the [010] zone axis. We 

therefore concluded that the crystallites are crystallized Sn nanoparticles formed by the first 

desodiation. In contrast, no lattice fringe was found for P phase. An elemental analysis, however, 

detected not only Sn but also P (Fig.5(c)), indicating that an amorphous-like P exists in bright 

contrast regions. It was consequently revealed that the first desodiation of Sn4P3 forms 

nanostructured domains in which crystalline Sn nanoparticles are dispersed in the amorphous-

like P matrix. Owing to the nanostructure formation, the P matrix could suppress aggregation of 

Sn nanoparticles, and metallic Sn complements the poor electronic conductivity of Na3P20,22, 

which contributes to the high Coulombic efficiencies and the excellent cycling performance. On 

the other hand, the capacity steeply dropped during the initial several cycles in case of P-richer 

Sn−P phase (SnP3). We consider that metallic Sn could not effectively complement the poor 
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conductivity of Na3P because of the smaller amount Sn in SnP3. It was thus demonstrated that 

there are two important factors to improve the charge−discharge performance: i) the higher 

volume fraction of Sn than P (Fig.S5), and ii) the uniform dispersion of Sn nanoparticles in P 

matrix.  

     To evaluate the applicability of Py13-FSA as an electrolyte for the Sn4P3 electrode, we used 

another ionic liquid electrolyte (NaFSA/EMI-FSA) and an organic electrolyte (sodium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)amide-dissolved in PC, NaTFSA/PC). In our previous study12, it 

has been found that NaTFSA is more preferable as Na salt for organic electrolyte than NaFSA. 

No significant difference was found for the initial capacities and Coulombic efficiencies (Fig.S6). 

However, in the organic electrolyte, we observed remarkable decreases in capacity and 

Coulombic efficiency for the initial 20 cycles as shown in Fig. 6. When NaFSA/EMI-FSA ionic 

liquid was used, capacity decays were continuously observed for 80 cycles. The Coulombic 
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efficiencies were inferior to those obtained in Py13-FSA for every cycle. In contrast, a high 

capacity of 750 mA h g−1 was maintained even at the 200th cycle in Py13-FSA. We suggest that 

the capacity decays for PC and EMI-FSA arise from their cathodic decompositions and the 

resulting formation of a non-uniform surface film on electrode. The decomposition of EMI 

cations occurs by an initial attack on an acidic proton attached to the C2 ring carbon between two 

nitrogen, which leads to a successive alkylation of the ring28. As the authors have demonstrated 

for the Si negative electrode for LIB29, the non-uniform surface film causes intensive 

sodiation/desodiation reactions on local region of the electrode surface, resulting in the Sn 

particle aggregation and the disintegration of the active material layer. The electrochemical 

stability of PC solvent is much inferior to ionic liquids, which leads to significant decomposition 

of PC-based electrolytes and the resulting capacity decays for LIB anodes29-31 and NIB 

anodes19,22. A superior electrochemical stability of Py13 cation can suppress the cathodic 

decomposition and the formation of non-uniform surface film, thereby providing the excellent 

cycling performance of the Sn4P3 electrode in the Py13-FSA electrolyte. This electrolyte 

delivered not only the excellent cyclability but also a good rate-capability: the electrode 

exhibited a discharge capacity of 520 mA h g−1 even at high current density of 1000 mA g−1 

(0.82C) (Fig.S7). In our strategy, ionic liquid electrolyte should have an important role to 

effectively extract an excellent performance of Sn4P3 electrode. The important role is to suppress 

the continuous cathodic decomposition of the electrolyte because of its high electrochemical 

stability. These results demonstrated that Py13-FSA is very favorable electrolyte for the Sn4P3 

electrode to bring out the performance to the maximum.  

     In summary, we evaluated the charge−discharge performance of the Sn4P3 negative electrode 

in NaFSA/Py13-FSA ionic liquid. The reaction mechanism was investigated by cyclic 
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voltammetry and TEM observation for the Sn4P3 electrode. We confirmed that Na15Sn4 and Na3P 

are formed via its phase separation in the first sodiation, and that elemental Sn and elemental P 

individually react with Na ions in the subsequent cycles. The electrode showed the excellent 

performance with the capacity of 750 mA h g−1 at the 200th cycle. We demonstrated that there 

are two important factors to improve the performance: i) higher volume fraction of Sn than P, 

and ii) uniform dispersion of Sn nanoparticles in P matrix. The excellent performance is also 

attributed to the good applicability of this ionic liquid electrolyte with superior electrochemical 

stability.  
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